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Conditional Sentences 

conditional sentences express actions or events which can only take place under certain 

conditions. Conditional sentences can refer to past, present and future. There are three 

different types of conditional sentences and they differ in the probability of the conditions 

happening. Additionally, there is the „0 type“which expresses a logical consequence.  

Conditional sentences contain an if clause and a main clause. The main clause expresses the 

action or event and the if clause expresses the respective condition.  

Type  If clause Main clause 

0   - Logical consequence 
- „wenn – dann“ 
 

Simple present Simple present 

 If you study you pass the exam. 

I - Fulfillable  
- “Was ist, wenn …” 
- Something might or can 

happen under certain 
circumstances 

Simple present will 
can must  
might 

 
+Infinitive 

 If you see John you can ask him. 

II - Unlikely / not fulfillable 
- “Was wäre, wenn…” 
- The condition under 

which something can 
happen is unlike to be 
fulfilled or cannot be 
fulfilled  

Simple past would 
could 
might  

 
+ Infinitive 

 If you had a lot of money you could travel for the rest 
of your life.  

III - No longer fulfillable 
- “Was wäre gewesen, 

wenn…” 
- The condition refers to 

the past and cannot be 
fulfilled any longer  

Past perfect would have 
could have 
might have 

 
+ Infinitive 

 If you had went to the 
cinema yesterday 

you would have seen John.  

 

syntax 

the position of main clause and if clause is interchangeable, i.e. conditional sentences can 

start both with the main clause and the if clause. If the conditional sentences start with the if 

clause, the main clause is separated with a comma. If the conditional sentence starts with 



the main clause, the if clause is not separated with a comma, i.e. there is no comma in front 

of an if clause.  

If we go outside, we can see the rainbow. → comma after if clause 

We can see the rainbow if we go outside. → no comma in front of if clause. 

  



Exercises 

1) Decide whether the following sentences are type I, II or III 

1. If he had dropped the vase, it would have broken. 

2. If you have to do the washing up, I will help you. 

3. I wouldn't run away if I saw a spider. 

4. If you had listened to me, the accident wouldn't have happened. 

5. If we don't get tickets for the concert, we'll stay at home. 

6. They'd go by bus if they didn't have a car. 

7. She'll hear us if you don't stop laughing. 

8. He wouldn't have taken the bread if he hadn't been hungry. 

 

2) Complete the sentences according to the given type. 

Type I 

1. If you (go) ___________________ out with your friends tonight, I (watch) 

____________________ the football match on TV. 

2. I (earn) ___________________ a lot of money if I (get) ______________ that job. 

3. If she (hurry / not) __________________, we (miss) ________________ the bus. 

Type II 

4. If he (try) __________________ harder, he (reach) ________________ his goals. 

5. I (buy) ________________ these shoes if they (look) ___________________ nice. 

6. It (surprise / not) _________________ me if he (know / not) ________________ the 

answer. 

Type III  



7. If we (listen) _________________________ to the radio, we (hear) 

___________________________ the news. 

8. If you (switch) ___________________________ on the lights, you (fall / not) 

_________________________ over the chair. 

9. She (come) _________________________ to our party if she (be / not) 

____________________________ on holiday. 

3) Complete the sentences. The type is not given so there might be more than one solution 

for each sentence.  

1. If it (be) __________ cold and wet, she (not leave) _____________________ the house. 

2. If I (be) ___________ you, I (not go) _______________ to school today. 

3. If you (wait) _____________ a minute, I (ask) _____________ my parents. 

4. If I (tell) _______________ her that I loved her, she (not leave) me. 

5. If she (earn) _________ more money, she (go to) ________________ Paris. 

6. If you (want) ________________ to be successful, you (work) _____________ hard. 

7. If you (listen) ___________________ to his advice, we (not lose) 

___________________________ all our money. 

8. If it (get) ____________ dark, I (go) ______________ home. 

9. If she (ask) _______________ politely, I (help) _________________ her. 

10. If we (wait) ________________, the rain (stop) ___________________. 

11. If I (be) ________________ bored, I (watch) _________________TV. 



12. If he (not come) _________________ with me, I (be) ________________________very 

sad. 

13. If I (be) __________ rich, I (give money) ________________ to poor people. 

14. If he had not specialized in architecture, he ________________________(might do 

mathematics. 

15. As a child he was seriously ill. If he had not been sent to a very good hospital, he 

________________________ (could die).  



Solutions 

1) 

1. III 
2. I 
3. II 
4. III 
5. I 
6. II 
7. I 
8. III 
 
2) 
1. go/ will watch 
2. will earn/ get 
3. doesn't hurry/ will miss 
4. tried/ would reach 
5. bought/ looked 
6. wouldn't surprise/ didn't know 
7. had listened/ would have heard 
8. had switched/ wouldn't have fallen 
9. would have come/ hadn't been 
 
3)  
1. Typ 0: If it is cold and wet, she doesn’t leave the house. (jedesmal wenn) 
Immer wenn es kalt und nass ist, geht sie nicht aus dem Haus. 

Typ 1: If it is cold and wet, she won’t leave the house. (was ist, wenn) 

Wenn es kalt und nass ist, geht sie nicht aus dem Haus. 

 

2.  Typ 2: If I were you, I wouldn’t go to school today. (was wäre, wenn) 
Wenn ich du wäre, würde ich heute nicht zur Schule gehen. 

 

3. Typ 1: If you wait a minute, I will/ can ask my parents. (was ist, wenn) 
Wenn du eine Minute wartest, dann frage ich kurz meine Eltern. / dann kann ich meine Eltern 

fragen. 

 

4. Typ 3: If I had told her that I loved her, she might not have left / wouldn’t have left me. 
(was wäre gewesen, wenn) 

Wenn ich ihr öfter gesagt hätte, dass ich sie liebe, dann hätte sie mich (vielleicht) nicht 

verlassen. 

 

5. Typ 2: If she earned more money, she would/ could/might go to Paris. (was wäre, wenn) 
Wenn sie mehr Geld verdienen würde, dann würde/könnte sie (vielleicht) nach Paris reisen. 

 

6. Typ 1: If you want to be successful, you must work hard. (was ist, wenn) 
Wenn du erfolgreich sein willst, musst du fleißig sein! 



 

7. Typ 3: If you had listened to his advice, we wouldn’t have lost all our money. (was wäre 
gewesen, wenn) 

Wenn du auf seinen Rat gehört hättest, dann hätten wir nicht all unser Geld verloren. 

 

8. Typ 0: If it gets dark, I go home. (jedesmal wenn) 
Immer wenn es dunkel wird, gehe ich nach Hause. 

Typ 1: If it gets dark, I will/must go home. (was ist, wenn) 

Wenn es dunkel wird, gehe ich nach Hause. /muss ich nach Hause gehen. 

 

9. Typ 1: If she asks politely, I will/ might help her. (was ist, wenn) 
Wenn sie mich höflich fragt, dann helfe ich ihr (vielleicht). 

Typ 2: If she asked politely, I would help her. (was wäre, wenn) 

Wenn sie mich höflich fragen würde, dann würde ich ihr helfen. 

Typ 3: If she had asked politely, I would have helped her (was wäre gewesen, wenn) 

Wenn sie mich höflich gefragt hätte, dann hätte ich ihr geholfen. 

 

10. Typ 1: If we wait, the rain might stop. (was ist, wenn) 
Wenn wir warten, hört es vielleicht auf zu regnen. 

 

11. Typ 0: If I am bored, I watch TV. (jedesmal wenn) 
Immer wenn mir langweilig ist, schaue ich fern. 

 

12. Typ 1: If he doesn’t come with me, I will be very sad. (was ist, wenn) 
Wenn er mich nicht begleitet, bin ich sehr traurig. 

Typ 2: If he didn’t come with me, I would be very sad. (was wäre, wenn) 

Wenn er mich nicht begleiten würde, wäre ich sehr traurig. 

Typ 3: If he hadn’t come with me, I would have been very sad. (was wäre gewesen, wenn) 

Wenn er mich nicht begleitet hätte, wäre ich sehr traurig gewesen. 

 

13. Typ 2: If I were rich, I would/ could/ might give money to poor people. (was wäre, wenn) 
Wenn ich reich wäre, dann würde ich (vielleicht)/ könnte ich armen Menschen Geld geben 

 

14. If he had not specialized in architecture, he might have done mathematics. 
Wenn er sich nicht auf Architektur spezialisiert hätte, hätte er Mathematiker werden können.  
 
15. As a child he was seriously ill. If he had not been sent to a very good hospital, he could 

have died.   
Als Kind war er schwer krank. Wäre er nicht in ein sehr gutes Krankenhaus gebracht worden, 

hätte er sterben können.  



Reported Speech 
The reported speech is used to express what another person has said or thought. The 

reported speech consists of a reporting clause and a reported clause. The reporting clause 

contains a verb which provides information about the act of speaking (saying, asking, 

requesting, ordering etc.) and can contain information about the speaker of the original 

sentence and / or when the sentence was said. The reported clause contains the original 

message.  

Statements are usually introduced by the conjunction that. 

E.g.: 

Direct Speech Indirect Speech 

 Reporting clause reported clause 

Tom: “I like football“ Tom said that he likes football. 

Susie: “We can go to the 
cinema“ 

Susie suggests that we can go to the cinema 

Police officer: “The road is 
blocked“ 

The policer officer 
informed us 
yesterday 

that the road was blocked. 

 

Questions are introduced by whether/ if or a question word (who, when, where…). The use 

of if is mostly common in informal language. 

Direct Speech Indirect Speech 

 Reporting clause Reported clause 

Tom: „Do you like football? “ Tom asks whether I liked football. 

Susie: „When can we go to the 
cinema? “ 

Susie wanted to 
know 

when we could go to the cinema. 

Police officer: „Why was the 
road blocked? “ 

The policer officer 
inquired 
yesterday 

why the road has been blocked. 

 

Commands and requests are introduced by to (followed by the infinitive) or by that. 

Direct Speech Indirect Spech 

 Reporting clause Reported clause 

Tom: “Play football!“ Tom told me that I should play 
football. 

Mr. Black: “leave the room!” Mr. Black orderd  That they leave the 
room. 

Susie: “Please come to my 
office “ 

Susie asked us to come to her office. 

Police officer: “Block the road“ The police officer commanded 
yesterday 

to block the road. 

 

 



Backshift 

When the direct speech stems from the past and is introduced by a verb of speech in the 

past (e.g. Tom said …, the officer commanded …, Susie asked …) as well as indirect questions 

need to be backshifted. This means that the verb from the original sentence is moved one 

tense further back in the past: 

 

Keep in mind: past perfect is not changed! 

 

E.g.: 

Tom: „I go to the cinema tomorrow. “  Tom said yesterday that he went to the cinema. 
 

Laura: „We bought a new house. “  
 

 Laura said that they have bought a new house. 

Susie: „We have been working all day. “  Susie said that they had been working all day. 
 

Michael: “We already had arrived when 
you called.” 



  
 

Michael said that they had arrived when he 
called. 

 

Some, but not all, of the modal verbs also have to be changed:  

will  would 
shall   could 

questions: should 
can  could 
May  As possibility: might 

As permission: could 
must  had to 
could  No change 
would  No change 
should  No change 
might  No change 
need  No change 

Direct speech  Indirect speech 

present simple → past simple 

present progressive → past progressive 

present perfect simple → past perfect simple 

present perfect progressive → past perfect progressive 

past simple → past perfect simple 

past progressive → past perfect progressive 

future (will) → would 



Changes in the indirect speech 

When a direct speech is transformed into an indirect one, pronouns as well as place and 

time adverbials have to be changed.  

Pronouns have to be adapted according who is talking to whom: 

„Peter, I go. Do you do want to come, too? “I said.  I told Peter that I go and asked 

whether he wanted to come, too.  

 The personal pronoun I is not changed, since the speaker of the indirect speech is the 

same as the one of the direct speech. You is changed since the indirect speech is not 

directed at Peter but a different person. 

 

Lucy: “Sarah, we should go now“  → Lucy tells Sarah that they should go. 

Mike: “Can you help me, please?” → Mike asked Tom whether he could help him. 

Lea: “They told me to go” → Lea said that they told her  to go. 

 

Time and Place Adverbials: 

 

this → that 

these → those 

now → then 

yesterday → the day before 

tomorrow → the next/following day 

two weeks ago → two weeks before 

Three days ago → Three days before 
here → there 

 

E.g.: 

 

John: „This is a good book. “ → Jon said that that is a good book. 

Mary: „Eat these apples. “ → Mary told her to eat those apples. 

Sarah: “I’ll go now. “ → Sarah said that she would go then. 

Luis: “I went to the doctor 

yesterday. “ 

→ Luis said that he has gone to the doctor the day 

before 

Rachel: “I will be back 

tomorrow. “ 

→ Rachel said that she will be back the 

next/following day 

Harvey: “I was in England two 

weeks ago. “ 

→ Harvey said that he had been in England two 

weeks before. 

Donna: “I handed in the 
documents five days ago. “ 

→  Donna said that she had handed in the documents 
three days before. 

Jessica: “I have been here all 

day. “ 

→ Jessica said that she had been there all day. 

 

 

 



Exercises 

I) Change the direct speech into reported speech:  

1. “Please help me carry this”  
Peter asked me ______________________________________ 

2. “Please come early”  
They _______________________________________________ 

3. “Could you please buy some milk? 
Laura _______________________________________________ 

4. “Could you please open the window?”  
John _______________________________________________ 

5.  “Could you bring the book tonight?”  
He _______________________________________________ 

6.  “Can you help me with my homework, please?”  
Tom _______________________________________________ 

7.  “Would you bring me a cup of coffee, please?”  
My boss _______________________________________________ 

8.  “Would you mind passing the salt?”  
She _______________________________________________ 

9.  “Would you mind lending me a pencil?”  
He _______________________________________________ 
 

10. “How often do you go to the cinema?”  
Anna asked me ______________________________________ 

11. “Do you live in London?”  
Barny asked me ______________________________________ 

12. “Did he arrive on time?”  
Carol asked me ______________________________________ 

13. “Have you been to Paris?”  
Dennis  asked me ______________________________________ 

14. “Can you help me?”  
Emma  asked me ______________________________________ 

15. “Are you working tonight?”  
My father asked me ______________________________________ 

16. “Will you come later?”  
Gerry asked me ______________________________________ 

17. “Do you like coffee?”  
Hannah asked me ______________________________________ 

18. “Is this the road to the station?”  



A stranger asked me ______________________________________ 

19. “Did you do your homework?”  
The teacher asked me ______________________________________ 

20.  “Have you studied reported speech before?”  
Harry asked me ______________________________________ 

 

 

II) Translate the following sentences into English. Be careful with the reported speeches. 

 

1) Er sagte, dass er später als erwartet ankommen werde.  

2) Ich sagte ihm, dass ich die Schuld nicht auf mich nehme.  

3) Sie leugnete, dass sie die Geschwindigkeit bei Weitem überschritten hätte, als sie den 

Baum getroffen hätte.  

4) Sie behauptet, sie sei die beste Golfspielerin in ganz Bayern.  

5) Er machte darauf aufmerksam, dass die Immobilienpreise wohl nächste Woche fallen 

könnten.  

6) Sie meinte, sie werde ihre Doktorarbeit Ende dieses Jahres beendet haben.  

7) Er erklärte, dass sie nicht genügend verdienten, um Einkommenssteuer zahlen zu müssen.  

8) Sie versicherten uns, dass sie die Frau noch nie im Leben gesehen hätte.  

9) Er gab zu, er hätte übertrieben reagiert, nachdem sie geschrien hätte.  

10) Wir warnten ihn, es sei vielleicht zu spät, um sich bei ihr einfach so zu entschuldigen.  

 

III) Translate the following sentences into German. Be careful with the reported speeches. 

1. Aunt Grace said that she was not interested in that kind of play.  

2. My parents said they had come home late after midnight.  

3. My grandmother complained that she had been waiting for almost 45 minutes.  

4. Anne keeps saying that theatre plays a very important role in her life.  

5. The actress told the journalist that she was usually up at 6 a.m., or earlier.  

6. Then the journalist asked her to dwell a bit on her private life which she refused. 

 

  



Solutions 

I)  

1. Peter asked me to help her carry this.  
2. They asked me to come early.  
3. Laura asked me to buy some milk.  
4. John asked me to open the window.  
5. He asked me to bring the book tonight/ that night.  
6. Tom asked me to help him with his homework.  
7. My boss asked me to bring him a cup of coffee.  
8. She asked me to pass the salt.  
9. He asked me to lend him a pencil. 
10. Anna asked me how often I went to the cinema.  
11. Barny asked me if I lived in London. 
12. Carol asked me if he arrived (had arrived) on time.  
13. Dennis asked me if I had been to Paris.  
14. Emma asked me if I could help her.  
15. My father asked me if I was working tonight (that night). 
16. Gerry asked me if I would come later.  
17. Hannah asked me if I liked coffee.  
18. A stranger asked me if this was the road to the station.  
19. The teacher asked me if I did (had done) my homework. 
20. Harry asked me if I had studied reported speech before 

 
II)  
1) He said (that) he would arrive later than expected. 

2) I told him (that) I am not going to take the blame/ I am not to blame. 

3) She denied (that) she had been over the speed limit when she hit the tree. 

4) She claims (that) she is the best golf player in the whole of Bavaria. 

5) He drew attention to the fact that property (BE)/ real estate (AE) prices would well come 

down next week. 

6) She thought (that) she would have finished her thesis by the end of the year. 

7) He explained (that) they had never seen the woman before. 

8) They assured us (that) they had never seen the woman before. 

9) He admitted (that) he had overreacted after she (had) screamed. 

10) We warned him it was perhaps too late to simply apologise to her. 

 

III)  

1. Tante Grace sagte, sie sei nicht an dieser Art von Theaterstück interessiert / interessiere 

sie nicht. 

2. Meine Eltern sagten, sie seien spät nach Mitternacht nach Hause gekommen. 

3. Meine Großmutter beschwerte sich, sie habe fast 45 Minuten gewartet. 

4. Anne sagt immer wieder, das Theater spiele eine sehr wichtige Rolle in ihrem Leben. 



5. Die Schauspielerin erzählte dem Journalisten, dass sie gewöhnlich um 6 Uhr oder früher 

wach sei.  

6. Dann bat der Journalist sie, etwas näher auf ihr Privatleben einzugehen, was sie 

verweigerte. 



 
 

Infinitive and Gerund 

Verbs can take both the infinitive form and the gerund form. In most of the cases only one 

form is correct, however after some verbs both forms are possibility without a change in the 

meaning.  

The Infinitive 

The infinitive form of the verb takes no preposition and follows 

 

• modal verbs (can, may, should, …) 

We should go now. 

 

• Had better (sollte) 

You had better arrive on time. 

 

• would rather (etwas lieber mögen) 

She would rather stay at home. 

 

• make + object (etwas veranlassen /jemanden veranlassen etwas zu tun) 

He made her cry. 

 

• let + object (zulassen) 

I will let her use my car.  

 

The to- Infinitive 

The infinitive with to is always preceded by the preposition to (to learn, to swim, to dance…) 

and follows:  

• Questions (how, when where…) 

Do you know how to get there? 

 

• Certain verbs 

agree 
 arrange 
attempt 
can afford 
can’t wait 
choose 
decide 
expect 
fail 
forget 

hope 
intend 
learn 
like 
love 
manage 
mean 
offer 
plan 
promise 

refuse 
refuse 
seem 
tend 
try 
used 
want 
wish 
would like 
would love 

 



 
 

E.g.:  

Mike failed to keep her promise. 

Peter promised to buy the cake. 

I planned to buy a pony.  

We wanted to visit Grandpa. 

 

• Certain verbs followed by an object: 

advise 
allow 
ask 
cause 
enable 
encourage 
expect 

forbid 
force 
help 
invite 
persuade 
remind 
recommend 

teach 
tell 
want 
warn (not) 
would like 
would love 

  

E.g.: 

Grandmother advised the children to stay in the garden. 

She asked me to help her.  

Laura persuades Tom to come with her. 

• Nouns or pronouns 

Do you have time to come me? 

She has a lot of motivation to help others.  

I’d like to have something to drink. 

 

• Adjectives and adjectives in combination with too or enough 

We are ready to go. 

She is too lazy to do sport.  

They saved enough money to go on holiday. 

It is easier to take the bus than the subway.  

 

•  

We were the second to show up.  

 

• Superlatives 

It was the best not to ask. 

 

• Only 

Tom was the only one to pass the test. 

 

• After Nouns + for + Nouns / pronouns 

There is no chance for Tom to come with us. 

It was a mistake for her to tell Peter the secret. 

There is no need for Susie to buy the car. 

 



 
 

• After adjective + for + nouns / pronouns 

It is difficult for Sarah to go abroad. 

It is necessary for us to talk to the police. 

It is difficult for the mother to persuade her children.  

 

• After too/ enough + adjective + for + noun / pronoun 

It is enough money for a student to pay the rent.  

It is not enough space for Peter to move in with Laura. 

It was too hard for Susie to listen to the Spanish students. 

It is not too difficult for Tom to solve the problem. 

 

• Verb + for + noun / pronoun  

We are waiting for the police to come. 

Susie was calling for Tom to help her. 

 

• in order to (um … zu) 

Keep in mind: in order can be left out. In this case the purpose is expressed with only 

the to- infinitive. 

We called in order to make a reservation. 

She asked the teacher to be on the safe side. 

 

The Gerund 

The gerund is used  

 

• if a verb functions as the subject of a sentence 

Writing is fun. 

Going out with the girls is a great idea. 

 

• If a verb functions as the object of a sentence 

I like listening to music. 

He finished doing the dishes. 

 

• After certain adjectives and prepositions 

be afraid of 
be angry about 
be aware of 
be nervous 
of/about 
be bad at 
be capable of 

be crazy about 
be different from  
be excited about 
be famous for 
be fond of 
be good at 

be happy about 
be interested in  
be keen on 
be pleased about 
be proud of 
be responsible for 

be successful in  
be tired of 
be used to 
be worried about 

E.g.: 

They were afraid of losing the game. 



 
 

Tom is fond of going to the cinema.  

Granny is worried about staying at home alone. 

 

• After certain nouns + prepositions 

advantage of 
chance of 
choice between 
 

danger of  
hope of 
idea of 
 

Interest in 
opportunity of 
reason for 
way of 

E.g.: 

They were in danger of missing the plane. 

He has no interest in dancing.  

 

Keep in mind: chance and way can take both the form of the to- infinitive and the 

gerund. 

 

• After certain verbs + preposition 

 

agree with 
apologize for 
approve of 
believe in 

complain about 
count on 
concentrate on 
depend on 

feel like 
insist on 
look forward to 
pay for 

prevent from 
succeed in 
think of 
worry about 

 

E.g.: 

I agree on signing the contract. 

We count on convincing him. 

She insisted on paying. 

 

• After the prepositions and conjunctions of time after, before, on, since, until, when, 

while 

E.g.:  

After coming home, I went straight to bed. 

Before going to school Susie always takes a shower. 

 

• After the prepositions by, despite of, in spite of, for, instead of, without 

E.g.: 

By visiting Petra, she only made it worse. 

She stopped by instead of going straight home. 

 

• After the phrases be no use, be worth, what about, how about 



 
 

E.g.: 

How about visiting Clara? 

The book is not worth reading. 

• After certain verbs: 

admit 
avoid 
can’t help 
delay 
deny 

dislike 
enjoy 
fancy  
finish 

give up 
go on 
imagine 
keep on 
mention 

mind 
miss 
practise 
suggest 

 

E.g.: 

She admitted lying to Tom. 

We delayed working on the project. 

Tina misses reading a good book. 

 

Differences in meaning 

Some verbs can be followed by both the infinitive and the gerund without any difference in 

meaning. The meaning of the following words, however, changes depending on whether 

they are followed by the to-infinitive or the gerund.  

 

 Infinitive Gerund 

forget Bezug auf die Zukunft 
 vergessen etwas zu tun. 
 
 
 
Don’t forget to bring the book. 

Bezug auf die Vergangenheit 
Etwas, was schon geschehen 
ist vergessen 
 
I’ll never forget going abroad 
the first time. 

go on Etwas Neues beginnen 
 
She goes on to work in Spain. 

Etwas weitermachen 
 
He went on talking as if nothing 
had happened. 

Mean Absicht oder Plan 
 
 
I did not mean to hurt you. 

Ergebnis einer Handlund oder 
Bedingung für eine Handlung 
 
We like to go to America 
although it means going by 
plane. 

regret Bezug auf die Zukunft 
Etwas bedauern das gleich 
gesagt oder getan wird 
 
I regret to inform you that we have 
lost the money. 

Bezug auf die Vergangenheit 
Etwas Vergangenes bedauern 
 
 
I regret saying that to her. 



 
 

remember Bezug auf die Zukunft 
 daran denken etwas zu tun 

 
Remember to buy some milk, 
please! 
 

Bezug auf die Vergangenheit 
 sich erinnern 
 
Do you remember meeting Tina 
last year? 

stop Anhalten oder etwas beenden um 
etwas zu tun 
 
She stopped to say hi to Sarah. 

Aufhören etwas zu tun 
 
 
She stopped doing sports 

try Sich anzustrengen etwas zu tun 
Anstrengende oder komplizierte 
Handlungen 
 
Peter tries to solve the riddle. 

Etwas ausprobieren 
 
 
She tried cooking Chinese food, 
but she didn’t like it.  

 

  



 
 

Exercises 

I) Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verb. Add prepositions if necessary. 

1. We decided _________________ (buy) a house in Manhattan. 

2. I had a lot of work _________________(do) before the holidays. 

3. Peter gave up _________________ (smoke). 

4. They like _________________ (have) a pet. 

5. I enjoy _________________ (read) a good book. 

6. Do you know what _________________ (do) if there's an accident? 

7. Avoid _________________ (make) silly mistakes. 

8. My parents wanted me _________________ (get up) early tomorrow. 

9. I dream about _________________ (buying) a pony. 

10. I'm hoping _________________ (receive) the scholarship. 

II) Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verb. 

1. She managed _________________ (to get) a better offer. 

2. We asked her _________________ (read out) loud. 

3. He insisted on _________________ (go) home alone. 

4. I used _________________ (get up) early. 

5. I am used _________________ (get up) early. 

6. I would rather _________________ (come) along. 

7. I spent a lot of time _________________ (do) the housework. 

8. Why should they _________________ (do) this? 

9. I am looking forward _________________ (see) f. 

10. You had better _________________(tell) him. 

III) Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verb (infinitive with/without to). 

1. She wants _________________(tell) you. 



 
 

2. I must _________________(leave) soon. 

3. They learn _________________(fly) an aeroplane. 

4. I can ________________(buy) some drinks. 

5. Do you _________________(speak) French? 

6. I will _________________(leave) later than Sarah. 

7. You should _________________(finish) your project. 

8. She also has _________________(finish) the project. 

9. Amelie may _________________(join) our team. 

10. I'd like _________________(go) to the beach. 

IV) Translate the following sentences into English. Be careful when to use the gerund and 

when to use the infinitive 

1. Vergiss bitte nicht, das Paket wegzuschicken. 

2. Es gab viel Verkehr, aber wir haben es geschafft, den Flughafen zeitig zu erreichen. 

3. Es sieht aus, als ob dein Auto eine Panne hat. 

4. David hat eine Tendenz Dinge zu vergessen. 

5. Erinnere mich daran, meinen Bruder anzurufen. 

6. Nachdem du es gelernt hast, wirst du nie vergessen, wie du ein Fahrrad fährst. 

7. Ich habe leider nicht verstanden, wie ich dahin komme. 

8. Würdest du mir beibringen, ein Cocktail zu mischen? 

9. Er hat versprochen, die Kinder zum Zoo mit zu nehmen. 

10. Ich habe angeboten, ihm beim Rasenmähen zu helfen. 

11. Ich frage mich, wo Larry ist; er hat versprochen, früher nach Hause zu kommen. 

12. Der Elektriker behauptet, das Problem gelöst zu haben. 

13. Er hat es verschoben, die Prüfung zu schreiben.  

14. Ich habe keine Lust heute ins Kino zu gehen.  

15. Hast du dir überlegt, ob du dich für die Stelle bewirbst?  

16. Das ist ja wirklich doof! Kannst du dir vorstellen, dass jemand so blöd sein kann? 

17. Würdest du bitte aufhören, mich zu ärgern?  

18. Alex hat aufgehört, Englisch zu studieren, um nach Australien auszureisen. 

19. Wir genießen es, abends auf dem Balkon zu sitzen.  

20. Der Taxifahrer gab zu, dass er keinen Führerschein hatte.  

21. Meine Tante schwätzt so viel; ich vermeide es, mit ihr zu reden. 



 
 

22. Er hat sich mehrmals entschuldigt, dass er uns warten lassen hatte. 



 
 

Solutions 

I) 

1. to buy 
2. to finish 
3. smoking 
4. to have 
5. reading 
6. to do 
7. making 
8. get up 
9. buying 
10. to receive 
 

II) 
1. to get 
2.  to read 
3. going 
4.  to get up 
5. getting 
6. come 
7. doing 
8. do 
9. seeing 
10. told 

III) 

1. to tell  

2. leave 

3.  to fly. 

4. buy 

5. speak 

6. leave 

7. finish 

8. to finish 

9. join 

10. to go 

 

 

IV) 

1. Please don’t forget to post/send this parcel. 

2. There was a lot of traffic, but we managed to go to the airport on time.  

3. Your car seems to have a flat tyre. Your car seems to have broken down.  



 
 

4. David tends to forget things. 

5. Remind me to call my brother, please. 

6. Once you’ve learnt, you’ll never forget how to ride a bike. 

7. I’m sorry I didn’t understand how to get there. 

8. Would/ Could you show/teach me how to mix a cocktail? Would you be so kind as to 

teach me how to mix a cocktail? (formal) 

9. He promised me to take the children to the zoo. 

10. I offered (to) help him mow the lawn. 

11. I wonder where Larry is; he promised to come home earlier.  

12. The electrician claims to have solved the problem. 

13. He postponed/ put off writing the exam. 

14.  I don’t fancy going to the cinema today. I’m not keen on going… 

15. Have you considered/ thought of applying for the job? 

16. Can you imagine anyone being so foolish?  

17. Will you please stop annoying/ irritating me? 

18. Alex stopped studying English in order to travel/go to Australia.  

19. We enjoy sitting on the balcony in the evenings. … spending our evenings on the 

balcony.  

20. The taxi driver admitted not having a driver’s licence yet.  

21. My aunt matters so much, I tried to avoid getting into conversation with her. 

22. He apologized repeatedly for having kept us waiting. 



Participles  

Participles can be used in many different cases: they can precede or follow a noun or certain 

verbs, they can occur in relative clauses, in subordinate clauses of reason or in subordinate 

clauses of time. 

Present Participle Past Participle 
 

The „ing-form “ 
 

The 3rd form of the verb   
 

  
used to form the progressive forms 

 
Present Perfect 

Past perfect 
Passive 

 The present participle ends always in 
 „-ing“: 

 

 The past participle ends in „-ed “, 
however there are plenty of 
irregular verbs. 

 

Looking, taking, driving, having…. Looked, washed, waited … 
Gone, driven, found… 

He is working. He has danced for many years. 

She was watching the TV when I came 
home. 

She had already gone to the cinema by 
herself.  

I have been studying for five hours. I am interrupted by my phone. 

 

Keep in mind: present participle and past participle can both refer to past, present and 

future.  

E.g.: 

Online forms used by costumers are popular. = online forms which are/ were/ have been 

used …  

 

Adjectival Function 

Participles can precede nouns just like adjectives and thereby replace them. Their meaning is 

similar to the meaning of relative clauses. Both the present participle and the past participle 

can be used: 

This beeping sound is annoying.   I handed in the required documents.  

Participles can also be used together with an adjective to form compounds: 

He is a hard-working person.     This job is well- paid. 

 

Relative clause function 

Participles can replace relative clauses: 



Companies employing young people often pay them little money.  

 Companies which employ young people often pay them little money. 

He is one of the students working for an international company. 

 He is one of the students who work for an international company.  

 

Subject complement 

After verbs of rest (lie, stay, sit, stand…) and movement (come, go, walk…) the present 

participle can function as a subject complement, i.e. it can provide further information about 

the subject. 

E.g.: 

The cat sat watching the mouse. 

She came running when she heard him cry.  

He walked around the house looking for the dog.  

 

Object complements 

After verbs of perception (feel, taste, smell, …) and verbs with similar meaning (observe, 

notice …) the present participle can function as an object complement, i.e. it can provide 

further information about the object. 

E.g.: 

He heard his flight announced at the terminal. 

They saw people running towards the exit. 

She smelled food burning in the kitchen.  

 

Adverbial modifier 

Participles can be used like adverbial clauses referring to time or reason. Those clauses do 

not contain a subject, but the subject of the main clause is understood as the subject of the 

participle clause. Usually the participle clause precedes the main clause. 

E.g.: 

  Feeling hungry and thirsty, Tom decided to go to the pub.   

 Tom is the implied subject of the participle clause, although he is not mentioned 

explicitly in the participle clause. 

Attracted by the great opportunities, more students want to study abroad. 

Participle clauses of reason: 

Being a hard-working student, she always 
has good marks. 

= Since she is a good student she always has 
good marks.  

Not having a car, I have to go by bus. = Since I don´t have a car, I have to go by 
bus. 

Being a vegetarian, Sarah eats a lot of fruit 
and vegetables.  

= Since Sarah is a vegetarian, she eats a lof 
of fruit and vegetables. 



 

Participle clauses of time 

Travelling around, you can visit many 
different cities.  

= While you are travelling around, you can 
visit many different cities. 

Getting into the car, they drove off. = After they got into the car, they drove off. 

Sometimes a conjunction is necessary to give precise information about the time: 

While looking out of the window, Susie talked to her mother. 

After looking out of the window, Susie talked to her mother.  

Before looking out of the window, Susie talked to her mother.  

 

Without conjunctions it is often unclear, whether the participle clause refers to time or 

reason.  

Living in London, you soon pick up a certain accent.  

 Participle clause referring to reason:  Because you are living in London … 

 Participle clause referring to time: When you are living in London… 

  



Exercises 
I) Rewrite the following sentences using participles. 

 

1. The event is organised by our team and will surely be a great success. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Since we watch the news every day we know what's going on in the world. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

3. He was accused of murder and arrested. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

4. They are vegetarians and don't eat meat. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

5. The dog wagged its tail and bit the postman. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

6. The film is based on real events and tells the story of a reporter. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

7. While she was tidying up her room she found some old photos. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

8. He was a good boy and helped his mother in the kitchen. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

9. As they didn't have enough money they spent their holidays at home last year. 

________________________________________________________________________ 



10. She was admired by everyone and began to grow arrogant. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

11. The man was sitting in the cafe. He was reading a paper. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

12. Since I didn't feel well I didn't go to the cinema. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

13. She walked home and met an old friend. 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

II) Rewrite the following sentences using participles.  
 
1. While he was waiting for the doctor, he read a good book.   

_______________________________________________________________________ 

2. Since he had lost his way in the jungle, George had to find the way out on his own. 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

3. Since he is an ex-convict, the boss decided not to interview him.  
_______________________________________________________________________ 

4. He grew up in Sweden, so he can speak Swedish perfectly well.  

_______________________________________________________________________ 

5. He was persuaded by their optimism, so he invested a lot in the company 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

III) Rewrite the following sentences. Substitute the relative clauses with participles. 
 

1. The boy who was waiting in the hall expected a phone call. 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

2. Passengers who wanted to go to Liverpool had to change in Manchester. 
_______________________________________________________________________ 



 
3. The girl who was picked up by her brother was very nice. 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

4. The house that stands at the end of the road will soon be sold. 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 

5. The conference which was planned by non-governmental organisations was about 
globalisation. 
 
 _______________________________________________________________________ 

 
6. Irish people who live in Great Britain have the right to vote in British elections. 

 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

7. A friend who helps you in need is a good friend indeed. 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 
8. A picture that shows the image of a person is a portrait. 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

9. The problems that were discussed will be essential for your exam. 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

10.  Animals that eat plants are called herbivores. 
 _______________________________________________________________________ 

 
  



 

Solution 

I)  

1. Organised by our team the event will surely be a great success. 
2. Watching the news every day we know what's going on in the world. 
3. Accused of murder he was arrested. 
4. Being vegetarians, they don't eat meat. 
5. Wagging its tail, the dog bit the postman. 
6. Based on real events the story tells the story of a reporter. 
7. Tidying up her room she found some old photos. 
8. Being a good boy, he helped his mother in the kitchen. 
9. Not having enough money, they spent their holidays at home last year. 
10. Admired by everyone she began to grow arrogant. 
11. Sitting in the cafe the man was reading a paper. 
12. Not feeling well i didn't go to the cinema. 
13. Walking home she met an old friend. 

 

 

II) 

1. Waiting for the doctor he read a good book.   
2. Having lost his way in the jungle, George had to find the way out on his own. 
3. Being an ex-convict, the boss decided not to interview him.  
4. Having grown up in Sweden he can speak Swedish perfectly well.  
5. Persuaded by their optimism he invested a lot in the company. 

III) 

1. The boy waiting in the hall expected a phone call.  
2. Passengers wanting to go to Liverpool had to change in Manchester.  
3. The girl picked up by her brother was very nice.  
4. The house standing at the end of the road will soon be sold.  

5. The conference planned by non-governmental organisations was about globalisation.  

6. Irish people living in Great Britain have the right to vote in British elections.  
7. Animals eating plants are called herbivores. 

8. The problems discussed will be essential for your exam.  

9. A friend helping you in need is a good friend indeed 

10. A picture showing the image of a person is a portrait.  

 



Keep in mind: the form of to be has to be adapted 

to the respective tense used: 

The thief stole the bike → The bike was stolen. 

 

 

The  

 

The passive 

In order to transform an active sentence into a passive sentence the object of the active 

sentence becomes the subject of the passive sentence.  

The passive form of a verb consists of a form of to be + past participle. The Subject of the 

active sentence (agent) can be added by using by (by-agent). 

 

 

 

Simple Present The thief steals the bike. The bike is stolen (by the thief). 

Simple Past The thief stole the bike. The bike was stolen (by the thief). 

Present 
Perfect 

The thief has stolen the bike. The bike has been stolen (by the 
thief). 

Past Perfect The thief had stolen the bike The bike had been stolen (by the 
thief). 

Will Future The thief will steal the bike.  The bike will be stolen (by the thief). 

 

Progressive forms in the passive 

• In passive sentences, the progressive form is used only in the present and past. The 

progressive forms consist of von to be + being + participle. 

Present Progressive 
Passive 

am Being  
+  
past participle 

I am being caught. 

is He/She/It is being caught. 

are We/They are being caught. 

Past Progressive 
Passive 

was Being  
+ past participle 

I/ He/She/It was being caught. 

wer
e 

We/ They were being caught. 

 

 

subject (= agent) verb object 

The thief steals the bike.  

 

subject  to be + past participle object (by -agent) 

The bike is stolen by the thief  



Modal verbs 

Modal verbs (can, could, may, might, must, should, shall, will, would) in passive sentences 

are followed by be + past participle. The be is never changed. 

E.g.: 

We can buy a new car. → a new car can be bought.  

We must find the thief. → the thief must be found. 

You should feed the cat. → the cat should be fed. 

We will build a house. → a house will be build. 

 

personal and impersonal passive 

Verbs which take two objects (direct and indirect object) in active sentences take only one 

object in passive sentences. The second object remains in the passive sentence as an object. 

If the indirect object (person) becomes the subject of the passive sentence it is called 

personal passive, if the direct object of the sentence becomes the subject of the passive 

sentence, it is called impersonal passive. The impersonal passive is used only rarely.  

personal passive 

Subject Verb Indirect Object Direct Object 

The guide showed us the museum 

    

We were shown  the museum 

 

Impersonal passive 

Subject Verb Indirect Object Direct Object 

The guide showed us the museum 

    

The museum was shown to us  

 

  



Exercises 

I) Rewrite the following sentences transforming active sentences into passive sentences.  

1. Mr. Jones watches the film. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

2. The people speak English. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

3. He was reading comics. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

4. I’m taking photos. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

5. She has bought four apples. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

6. Grandmother has told good stories. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

7. Jack has swum 200 meters. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

8. Tom and Max ate five hamburgers. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

9. The dog bit the old lady. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

10. The teacher tells us a joke. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

11. Max will look after him. 

______________________________________________________________________ 



12. Somebody broke into our bungalow last Friday. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

II) Complete the text with the correct forms of the given verbs. 

The Statue of Liberty 

The Statue of Liberty (give) _________________ to the United States by France. 

It (be) _____________ a present on the 100th anniversary of the United States. 

The Statue of Liberty (design) ___________________ by Frederic Auguste Bartholdi. 

It (complete)______________________ in France in July 1884. 

In 350 pieces, the statue then (ship) ___________________ to New York, where it (arrive) 

___________________ on 17 June 1885. 

The pieces (put) ___________________ together and the opening ceremony (take) 

____________________ place on 28 October 1886. 

The Statue of Liberty (be) ___________________ 64 m high (93 m including the base). 

The statue (represent) ____________________ the goddess of liberty. 

She (hold) _________________ a torch in her right hand and a tablet in her left hand. 

On the tablet you (see / can) _______________________ the date of the Declaration of 

Independence (July 4, 1776). 

Every year, the Statue of Liberty (visit) _______________________ by many people from all 

over the world. 

III) 

1) His car looks like it has never _____________________ (wash). 

2) He was _________________________ (contact) by a lawyer. 

3) Have you _______________________________ (informed) yet about the new 

regulations? 

4) The budget has ___________________________ (not/ approve) yet.  

5) A broad smile ________________________________ (appear) on her face. 

6) We _________________________________ (keep) waiting by him deliberately 

 

IV) 

1) Someone had broken the window by 5.00 p.m.  

2) A strange man was watching us  

3) Tokyo will hold the Olympics in 2020. 

4) We were working on the report.  



5) My manager has told him to arrive earlier.  

6) They could not have made the mistake. 

V) Translate the following sentences into English 

1. Probleme werden gelöst (werden), wenn sie auftauchen.  

2. Es schneite am Weihnachtstag und solch ein Wetter war vorausgesagt worden. 

3. Mein Lehrer sagte meinen Eltern, was passiert war.  

4. Die Firma wird in Paris von / durch Herrn Gerard vertreten.  

5. Nach dem Feuer halfen alle Nachbarn den Mietern  

6. Man kann nicht leugnen, dass Nixon seinem Land schließlich doch gute Dienste geleistet 

hat.  

7. Obwohl Millionen für Maßnahmen gegen Drogenmissbrauch ausgegeben worden sind, ist 

kaum ein Erfolg zu sehen.  

8. Man sagt, Weimar sei die kulturelle Hauptstadt Europas. 

  



 

Solutions 

I) 

1. The film is watched by Mr. Jones. 
2. English is spoken by the people. 
3. Comics were being read by him. 
4. Photos are being taken by me. 
5. Four apples have been bought by her. 
6. Good stories have been told by grandmother. 
7. 200 meters have been swum by Jack. 
8. Five hamburgers were eaten by Tom and Max. 
9. The old lady was bitten by the dog. 
10. A joke is told by the teacher. 
11. He will be looked after by Max. 
12. Our bungalow was broken into last Friday. 
 

II) 

1. was given 
2. was 
3. was designed 
4. was completed 
5. was shipped 
6. arrived 
7. were put 
8. took 
9. is 
10. represents 
11. holds 
12. can see 
13. is visited 

 
 

III) 
1) His car looks like it has never been washed. 

2) He was contacted by a lawyer. 

3) Have you been informed yet about the new regulations? 

4) The budget has not been approved yet.  

5) A broad smile appeared on her face. 

6) We were kept waiting by him deliberately 

IV) 

1) The window had been broken (by someone) by 3:00 p.m. 

2) We were being watched by a strange man. 



3) The Olympics will be held in* Tokyo in 2020.  

4) The report is being worked on (by us). 

5) He has been told (by my manager) to arrive earlier. 

6) The mistake could not have been made by them. 

V)  

1. Problems will be solved when they come up  

2. It snowed on Christmas day, and such weather had been forecast.  

3. My parents were told what had happened by my teacher.  

4. The company is represented in Paris by Mr. Gerard.  

5. After the fire the tenants were helped by all the neighbours.  

6. It cannot be denied that Nixon was of good service to his country after all.  

7. Although millions have been spent on the prevention of drug abuse, hardly any success 

can be seen  

8. Weimar is said to be the cultural capital of Europe 

 



Relative Clauses 

Relative clauses provide additional information on the subject or object of a sentence and 

they also can refer to the content of the whole sentence. Which relative pronoun is used to 

introduce the relative clause depends on: 

•  whether a person or an object (inanimate)/ animal is described 

• whether the relative pronoun introduces a defining or non-defining relative clause 

• whether the pronoun refers to a subject, an object or the whole sentence 

Who  subject and 
object 

 persons or pets  defining and 
non-defining  

Which  subject and 
object 

 inanimate or 
animals 

 defining and 
non-defining 

Whose  genitive  persons and pets  defining and 
non-defining 

Whom  object  persons (Instead of 
who, if who is the 
object of the 
sentence.) 

 defining and 
non-defining 

That  subject and 
object 

 persons, animals, 
and inanimate 

 Only defining 

No relative 
pronoun 
(zero 
relative) 

 object  In case of the 
relative pronouns 
referring to the 
object of the relative 
clause 

 Only defining 

 

non-defining relative clauses and defining relative clauses 

Non- defining relative clauses are not necessary to understand the sentence but provide 

additional information on a person or an object. They are separated from the rest of the 

sentence by commas.  

E.g.: 

The man wearing glasses, who just left the room, seems to be unhappy. 

Smartphones, which are a useful invention, are used by many people. 

Defining relative clauses provide Information about someone or something and are 

necessary to understand the sentence and to whom or what it refers. Usually defining 

relative clauses follow directly the noun on which they provide further information. They are 

not separated by commas.  

E.g.: 

The boy who is living next door had an accident. 

The house which my parents bought is really big. 

The dog that Peter found has no owner 

 



contact clauses 

defining relative clauses can occur without a relative pronoun if the relative pronoun refers 

to the object of the relative clause. 

E.g.: 

Have you met the woman who John wants to hire? 

 The woman is the object of the relative clause 

 Have you met the woman Ø John wants to hire? 

 

Have you read the book which I gave to you? 

 The book is the object of the relative clause 

 Have you read the book Ø I gave to you? 

  



Exercises 

I) Connect the sentences using relative pronouns.  

 

1. I have one black cat. His name is Blacky. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Carol plays the piano brilliantly. She is only 9 years old. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Sydney is the largest Australian city. It is not the capital of Australia. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

4. The city seems to be abandoned. It is usually crowded with people. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

5. You made an offer. We cannot accept it. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

6. A midwife is a woman. She assists other women in childbirth. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

7. Three youngsters were arrested by the police. They had committed criminal offences. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

8. The World Wide Web has become an essential part of our lives. It was invented by Tim 

Berners-Lee. 

____________________________________________________________________ 

 
II) Insert relative pronouns, words and punctuation, where necessary.  

a) The trial of Max Tockit __________ opened on January 5 produced little evidence 

__________ might help to prove his guilt.  



b) Harry walked home in the blustery wind __________ blew his hair backwards and nearly 

caused him to land in a snowdrift.  

c) We hurried past the old hut out of __________ came a horrible stench and bellowing 

smoke __________ practically blinded us for a moment.  

d) I had thought there would be time to call all the people __________ I had planned to 

contact over the holidays.  

e) We met near the old barn __________ roof was sagging under the winter snow.  

f) The economy __________ has been ailing for months now has shown no sign of recovery.  

g) This is the room __________ I was born.  

h) At high altitude, there is deep snow __________ doesn’t melt until summer.  

i) She was not a woman __________ made new friends easily.  

j) The spectators __________ didn’t like the performance left the theatre.  

k) He seated himself in an armchair __________ cushion was of a bundle of old newspapers 

__________ had been bound together on an old string.  

 

III) Complete the sentences 

1. Marie’s parents, with _________ she lived until she was eighteen, live in Boston now.  

2. Next year, _________ she graduates, she will travel abroad.  

3. My sister has two children, _________ she loves very much.  

4. Shakespeare’s novels, _________ are famous worldwide, are masterpieces.  

5. John’s sister, with _________ he lived after his parents died, took very good care of him.  

6. In 1946, _________ the first computer was invented, the whole world changed.  

7. Mary Jane had a nanny, _________ she traveled with to Orlando.  

8. São Lourenço, _________ I lived as a child, has changed a lot since the last time I was 

there.  



9. My English teacher, _________ is from Ireland, is very friendly.  

10. Tina moved last semester, _________ she graduated from college 

IV) 

Rewrite these sentences so they sound less formal.  Omit the relative pronoun whenever  
possible. 
1. Amazingly, water was something of which Michael Phelps was afraid when he was a 

little boy.  

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. His mother, to whom he grew very close after his parents’ divorce, has always 

motivated him.  

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. Becoming an Olympic champion was something of which Michael began to dream in 

1996.  

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. Phelps has always been an important member of the US swim team, in which he was 

allowed in 1999.  

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

5. Young Phelps excelled at the 100-meter butterfly, for which he established a new 

American record in 2002.  

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

6. At the 2004 Olympic Games in Athens, Phelps became a superstar just like Soviet 

gymnast Aleksandr Dityatin, with whom he tied for the most medals in a single Olympic 

Games.  

____________________________________________________________________ 



 

7. Soon after the 2004 Olympics, Phelps was caught driving under the influence, a crime 

for which he was sentenced to 18 months’ probation.  

____________________________________________________________________ 

8. Phelps’s coach, Bob Bowman, coached Club Wolverine, the club for which Phelps swims.  

____________________________________________________________________ 

9. The 2008 Olympics was the event in which he made his world fame, after winning 8 gold 

medals. 

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

10. Swimming seems to be the sport to which Phelps is physically suited: his arms span 201 

cm and he has size 14 feet.  

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Solutions 

I) 

1. I have one black cat whose name is Blacky. 
2. Carol, who is only 9 years old, plays the piano brilliantly. 
3. Sydney, which is not the capital of Australia, is the largest Australian city. / Sydny, which 

is the largest Australian city, is not the capital of Australia. 
4. The city, which is usually crowded with people, seems to be abandoned. 
5. You made an offer (which) we cannot accept. / We cannot accept the offer (which) you 

made. 
6. A midwife is a woman who assists other women in childbirth. 
7. Three youngsters, who had committed criminal offences, were arrested by the police. 
8. The WWW, which was invented by T.B.L., has become an essential part of our lives. / 

The WWW, which has become an essential part of our lives, was invented by T.B.L. 
II) 

a. The trial of Max Tockit which opened on January 5 produced little evidence which/that 

might help to prove his guilt.  defining- RC, no comma  

b. Harry walked home in the blustery wind which/ that blew his hair backwards and nearly 

caused him to land in a snowdrift.  defining RC because of the definite article  

c. We hurried past the old hut out of which came a horrible stench and bellowing smoke 

which/that practically blinded us for a moment.  defining RC  



d. I had thought there would be time to call all the people (who/ whom) I had planned to 

contact over the holidays.  defining RC  

e. We met near the old barn whose roof was sagging under the winter snow.  defining RC, 

whose is used for people and things!  

f. The economy, which has been ailing for months now, has shown no sign of recovery.  

non-defining RC  

g. This is the room where/ in which I was born.  defining RC  You can’t leave out the 

preposition! You would have to add the preposition “in”! e.g. This is the room I was born 

in.  

h. At high altitude, there is deep snow which doesn’t melt until summer.  

i. She was not a woman who made new friends easily. 

j. The spectators which didn’t like the performance left the theatre.  

k. He seated himself in an armchair whose cushion was of a bundle of old newspapers, 

which had been bound together on an old string. 

 

III) 

1. whom  
2. when  
3. whom / who  
4. which  
5. whom  
6. when  
7. who / whom  
8. where  
9. who  
10. when  
 

IV) 

1. Amazingly, water was something Michael Phelps was afraid of when he was a little boy.  

2. His mother, who he grew very close to after his parents’ divorce, has always motivated 

him.  

3. Becoming an Olympic champion was something Michael began to dream ofin 1996.  

4. Phelps has always been an important member of the US swim team, which he was 

allowed in in 1999.  

5. Young Phelps excelled at the 100-meter butterfly, which he established a new American 

record for in 200.  

6. At the 2004 Olympic Games in Athens, Phelps became a superstar just like Soviet gymnast 

Aleksandr Dityatin, who he tied with for the most medals in a single Olympic Games.  



7. Soon after the 2004 Olympics, Phelps was caught driving under the influence, a crime he 

was sentenced to 18 months’ probation for. 

8. Phelps’s coach, Bob Bowman, guided Club Wolverine, the club Phelps swims for.  

9. The 2008 Olympics was the event he made his world fame in, after winning 8 gold medals.  

10. Swimming seems to be the sport Phelps is physically suited to: his arms span 201 cm and 

he has size 14 feet.  

 



 

Tenses 

In English there are the tenses Present, Present Perfect, Past, Past Perfect, Will Future and 

Going Future. The tenses Present, Present Perfect, Past, Past Perfect have a simple form a   

progressive form.  

Simple vs. Progressive  

The simple form is used to express habits (simple present), to express that an action or 

situation took place during a completed period of time (simple past) and often implies that 

the action is completed. 

E.g.: 

I read the newspaper every morning 

 habit 

I met Peter and Mary yesterday in town. 

 action took place during a completed period of time 

I have repaired my bike. 

 action is completed. 

The simple present can also refer to future events, if there is a clear time reference in the 

sentence given. This way of referring to the future is mostly used when referring to 

timetables. 

E.g.:  

The train leaves at 8 a.m. 

The new course starts on January 2nd this year. 

 

The progressive form expresses that a situation is temporary or that an action is in progress 

and can also imply that an action is incomplete. 

E.g.:  

I’m from France but I’m living in Spain at the moment.  

 temporary condition 

He was working last night between 9 and 11.  

 focus on action itself, may or may not be completed. 

 

The present progressive can also refer to future events: 

E.g.: 

I’m going to London next weekend. 

We’re moving to Sidney next month, we decided. 



 

Tense 

 

 

 

Signals Use Formation Example 

positive 

Example 

Negative 

Example 

question 

Simple 

Present 

every day 

sometime

s 

always  

often  

usually 

seldom 

never 

first ... 

then 

habits 

 

general 

statements 

 

reference 

to the 

future 

Infinitive Usually I get 

up early. 

London is 

not a 

quiet 

place. 

Does your 

train 

leave at 5 

pm? 

Present 

Progressiv

e 

now 

at the 

moment 

Look! 

Listen! 

action 

happens in 

the 

moment of 

speaking 

 

temporary 

action/ 

condition 

 

reference 

to the 

future 

Infinitive + 

ING 

Look, it is 

raining! 

Right now, 

I am not 

working. 

Is he 

going to 

the 

theatre 

on 

Saturday? 

Simple 

Past 

last ... 

... ago 

in 1990 

(year) 

yesterday 

Completed 

action / 

situation in 

the past 

 

Infinitive 

+ED 

He grew up 

in England. 

He did not 

go to 

school 

yesterday. 

Took the 

jubilee 

place in 

2001? 

Past 

Progressiv

e 

While Ongoing 

Action 

within a 

completed 

time period 

in the past 

 

Was/ were 

+ Infinitive 

+ ING 

Tom came 

home while 

I was 

watching 

TV. 

They were 

not 

laughing 

when he 

entered 

the room. 

What 

were you 

doing 

between 

8 and 

8.30? 



 

Ongoing 

action, 

interrupted 

by a second 

action. 

Present 

Perfect 

just 

yet 

never 

ever 

already 

so far 

up to now 

since 

for 

recently 

Action 

which 

started in 

the past 

and is 

linked to 

the present 

(effects the 

present) 

Have/has + 

Infinitive + 

ED 

 

I have 

repaired my 

bike (this is 

why I am 

dirty now).  

I have not 

fixed the 

bike (this 

is why I 

cannot go 

by bike 

now). 

Have you 

washed 

the 

dishes? 

(Are they 

clean 

now?) 

Present 

Perfect 

Progressiv

e 

all day 

the whole 

day 

how long 

since 

for 

Action in a 

completed 

time period 

which is 

linked to 

the present 

(effects the 

present) 

 

Emphasis 

on the 

duration of 

the action 

or the 

action being 

incomplete. 

have/has 

+ been + 

Infinitive +  

ING 

She has 

been 

working all 

day long, 

but she still 

is not 

finished.  

I have not 

been 

sleeping 

for two 

nights, 

this is why 

I am so 

tired. 

How long 

have you 

been 

trying to 

fix the 

car? 

Past 

Perfect 

already 

just 

never 

Action or 

situation 

which was 

completed 

before 

another 

event or 

Had + 

Infinitive 

+ED 

 

I already 

had 

prepared 

dinner 

when he 

came 

home. 

I had not 

been able 

to finish 

work 

before the 

holidays. 

Have you 

never 

heard of 

the book 

before 

she told 

you? 



 

 

  

action in 

the past. 

Will 

Future 

 Assumption

s 

Spontaneou

s actions or 

decisions 

 

Future 

event or 

action 

which 

cannot be 

influenced. 

Will + 

infinitive 

Maybe I will 

go to New 

York next 

year. 

He will not 

help you, I 

guess. 

Will you 

come 

with me 

later on? 

Going to 

Future 

 Future 

action 

which are 

fix plans / 

regarded as 

certainly 

going to 

happen 

Be + going 

to + 

Infinitive 

I am going 

to study 

abroad.  

I am not 

going to 

see 

grandma 

this 

weekend. 

Are you 

going to 

move to 

another 

city? 



 

Exercises 

I) Explain why the tense is wrong in the following sentences. How would you correct 

them?  

1. I watched TV when the phone was ringing.  

2. Her English improved tremendously this year.  

3. In the past she has smoked a lot.  

4. Where have you gone on your last holiday?  

5. How much of your essay did you finish so far?  

6. I would have arrived home earlier if the classes ended on time.  

7. We’ve painted the flat all day, and now we’re exhausted.  

8. How long have you learned English?  

9. I couldn’t get into the house yesterday because I was losing my key.  

10. The house had been dirty because we didn’t clean it for several weeks.  

11. It rained all day today, and it’ s still raining.  

12. What were you doing when I called you yesterday? - I ate dinner.  

13. Did you ever speak to a famous person while you lived in Los Angeles?  

14. My flatmates ate already by the time I arrived home.  

 

II) Translate these sentences into English. Be careful with the tenses you choose! 

1. Philip arbeitet in New York.  

2. Jennifer arbeitet im Moment in Sydney.  

3. Robert arbeitet seit 6 Monaten in Bangkok.  

4. Anne spielt Golf.  

5. Fred lernt Sanskrit bei der Volkshochschule.  

6. Was machst du beruflich?  

7. Was machst du da?  

8. Komm schnell! Wir warten auf dich!  

9. Ich habe ein neues Auto.  

10. Ich dusche gerade. Ich rufe dich zurück!  

11. Er verliert alles dauernd.  

12. Sie ist immer erkältet.  

13. Warum schaust du mich so komisch an?  

14. Du schaust komisch aus.  

15. Er kennt mich gut.  



 

16. Ich denke du hast recht.  

17. Woran denkst du?  

18. Ich werde alt!  

19. Was machst du heute Abend?  

20. Wissenschaftler glauben, dass das Klima sich verändert.  

 

II) Use the correct verb forms to complete the sentences. 

1. I was exhausted at the end of the exam. I ______________ (write) for over two hours. 

2. When thieves stole my favorite leather jacket, I was really upset. I ______________ 

(have) it for over ten years. 

3. Please step out of the car, Mr. Jones. Do you realise you I ______________(drive) at over 

90mph? 

4. We didn't really want to go and see the musical again. We I ______________ (already 

see) it twice - so we said "no" and we went to a restaurant instead! 

5. 5. I arrived over an hour late to the office and everyone was working. Actually, they 

______________(work) for over two hours on the new project and I felt really guilty.  

6. The kitchen was full of steam when we arrived. Joan was in the kitchen and she 

______________ (cook) a huge meal for everyone at the party. 

7. It was a bit embarrassing to arrive at their house and find Mary looking so sad. I think 

she______________(cry) before we got there 

8. No-one even noticed when I got home. They ______________  (all watch) the big game 

on TV. 

 

Solution 

I) 

1. I was watching TV when the phone rang. background action & interruption 

2. Her English has improved …  effect is stressed 



 

3. In the past she smoked a lot. smoked  past habit 

4. Where did you go … ?  event in the past 

5. How much of your essay have you finished so far? 

6. I would have arrived at home earlier if the classes had ended on time.  conditional class 

type 3 

7. We were painting the flat all day,…  stress on duration 

8. How long have you been learning English?  stress on duration 

9. I couldn’t get into the house yesterday because I had lost my key.  action took place 

before 

10. The house was dirty because we hadn’t cleaned it for several weeks. 

11. It has been raining all day today and it is still raining. 

12. What did you do when I called you yesterday? I was eating dinner.  interruption of an 

ongoing action 

13. Did you ever speak to a famous person while you were living in Los Angeles? 

14. My flatmates were eating (had already eaten) at the time I arrived home. 

 

II) 

1.Philip works in N. Y..  fact  

2.Jennifer is currently working in Sydney at the moment.  things around now  

3.Robert has been working in Bangkok for 6 months.  action started in the past and goes 

on in the present  

4.Anne plays Golf.  habit  

5. Fred is learning Sanskrit at an adult education centre.  things around now, temporary 

process (of learning a language)  

6.What do you do for a living?  fact  

7.What are you doing (there)?  just at this moment  

8.Hurry up! We are waiting for you!  just at this moment, background action  

9.I have (got) a new car!  fact (got = literal, written language)  

10.I‘m having a shower right now. I’ll call you back in a minute!  just at this moment (see 

“gerade”) just now  in a short time in the future  

11. He’s always losing everything/ anything ( emphasis expressed by always). He keeps 

(on) loosing things.  irritating things that happen  

12.She always has a cold.  fact  

13.Why are you looking at me in such a strange way/ so weirdly?  just at this moment  

14.You look is funny/ strange/ odd/ awkward  behaviour  

15.He knows me very well.  sensual verbs – no progressive  

16.I think you’re right.  sensual verb  

17.What are you thinking about?   just at this moment.  



 

18.I’m getting old.  continuous process 

19.What are you doing tonight?  future plans  

20.Scientists believe that our climate is changing.  current changes 

 

III) 

1) had been writing.  
2) had had.  
3) were driving.  
4) had already seen.  
5) had been working.  
6) had been crying. 
7) were all watching. 

 



Word Order 

In English the syntactical pattern of sentences is S(ubject) – V(erb) – O(bject). The auxiliary 

verbs can precede or follow the subject, depending on the type of clause: 

Statement: 

 Tina  writes  a letter  

 subject  verb object  

 Tina is  Writing A letter  

 Subject Auxiliary 
verb 

Verb object  

Question: 

Does Tina  Write A Letter?  

      

Is Tina  Writing A Letter?  

Auxiliary 
verb 

Subject  Verb   

 

 In order to maintain the structure of S—V—O the auxiliary verb do is used in most 

questions. 

Inversion 

Inversion means that an auxiliary verb is put in front of the subject. This is the case in 

questions as shown above, but also  

• In conditional sentences 

E.g.:  Had I known, I’d have told you. 

•  After as 

E.g.:  She travelled a great deal, as did most of her friends. 

•  After neither, nor and so 

E.g.:  “I don’t like ice-cream.” – “Nor do I.”  

“He neither does the housework nor does he offer to help.” 

 “I love him.” – “So do I.”  

 

Adverbials 

Adverbials are usually not placed between subject and main verb. They can take either front 

position (before the subject), in mid position (before the main verb) and in end position 

(after the main verb).  

front position take 

• sentence adverbs, i.e. adverbials which refer to the whole sentence.  

E.g.: perhaps, unfortunately, luckily,maybe, of course 

• Connectors, i.e. adverbials which connect two sentences.  

E.g.:  by the way, at first, finally, however, then 



• Adverbials of frequency, manner, time and place can also take front position if they 

are emphasized 

 

mid position take 

• Adverbials of frequency  

E.g.: always, sometimes, never, rarely, usually 

• Adverbials of focus  

E.g.: either – or, neither – nor, even 

• Intensifiers 

E.g.: extremely, very, thoroughly,  

• adverbs of time if they are short 

E.g.:  soon, just, now, ever, already, still.  

• Adverbials of manner can take mid position if they are not emphasized or when they 

are used in a passive sentence 

The man slowly moved on. 

Carol might have been badly hurt.  

 

End position take 

• Adverbs of manner  

E.g.:  noisily, loudly, perfectly, fast, well, badly, gently. 

• Adverbs of place 

E.g.:  here, there, everywhere, in the house, in the office 

• Adverbs of time 

E.g.:  yesterday, tonight, in summer, in 1987 

• Adverbs of frequency can also take end position 

E.g.: once, twice, several times, every week, every Monday.  

 

Adverbials always occur in the structure: manner, place, time: 

Pamela was still waiting patiently outside school yesterday. 

 

Usually three adverbs in a row are avoided, hence one adverb is placed in front position or 

mid position: 

Yesterday, Pamela was still waiting patiently outside school.



 

Front Mid End 

Adverb Subject (+ 

Aux/ Mod) 

Adverb (Aux/ Mod+) 

Verb 

Object Adverb 

Connectors      

At first Sarah  thought 

about 

Tom  

Sentence 

Adverbs 

     

Luckily They  came home    

  Undetermined 

Frequency 

   

 He always works with Tom  

  Undetermined 

Time 

   

 They have just arrived   

     Manner 

 We  behaved  perfectly. 

     Place 

 He  is  here. 

     Time 

 Tom  visited Susie yesterday 

     Determined 

frequency 

 I won’t    tell you twice. 

 Aux = Auxiliary Verb (Hilfsverb), Mod = modal verb (Modalverb) 

 

Fronted negative or semi- negative adverbials 

Some negative or semi- negative (restrictive) adverbials cause inversion of the word order if 

they are placed in front of the sentence. This means that an auxiliary verb is used if front of 

the subject and the sentence pattern is similar to that of questions: 

 E.g.:  

Never before have I seen a better translation. 

Under no circumstances can we realize the project on a low budget.  

Hardly have I left the office when he called.



 

Negative adverbials Semi- negative (restrictive) adverbials 

Never (before) Hardly … when / than 

Nowhere (else) Little 

No sooner … than /when Only + adverb  

Not since Only if / wen 

Not + object Rarely 

Not until Scarcely … than / when 

Not only… but also…. seldom 

Neither … nor  

At no time  

On no occasion  

On no account  

In no way  

Under no circumstances  

 

  



Exercises 

I) Rewrite the sentences using the given adverbial expressions. 

1. Good whiskey is ready for consumption only after it has matured for ten years.  

Only…_______________________________________________________________  

2. I didn’t mean to deceive you at any time. 

At…_________________________________________________________________  

3. I have never been so surprised in all my life. Never 

…______________________________________________________________  

4. Henry didn’t suspect his brother of complicity in the crime for one moment.  

Not…________________________________________________________________  

5. I can’t find a reference for Christopher Dawkins in any of my books.  

In …_________________________________________________________________  

6. I didn’t find out the truth until a long time afterwards.  

Not …________________________________________________________________  

7. You will only find caviar of this quality in Russia and Iran.  

Only …_______________________________________________________________  

8. I never expected in my wildest dreams that I had any chance of winning so much money. 

Never…______________________________________________________________  

9. He’d hardly got into the bath when the telephone rang. 

Hardly…______________________________________________________________  

10. They only agreed to do it after a lot of persuasion.  

Only…_______________________________________________________________  

11. Jasmine sings beautifully, and she also dances well.  

Not only…____________________________________________________________  

 

II) Rewrite these sentences – starting with the words in italics – and make the necessary 

inversion.  

 

1. He had no sooner put down the receiver than the telephone rang.  

______________________________________________________________  

2. The thieves little realised that the police had already surrounded the bank. 



______________________________________________________________  

3. One should under no circumstances drink and drive.  

______________________________________________________________  

4. The winner was so exhausted that he collapsed soon after the race.  

______________________________________________________________  

5. We have rarely seen such public interest in environmental protection.  

______________________________________________________________  

6. Such a situation should never again be allowed to arise.  

      ______________________________________________________________  

7. The pilot agreed to land only when the hijackers threatened to shoot the passengers.  

______________________________________________________________  

8. I wouldn’t doubt his integrity for one moment.  

______________________________________________________________ 

9. The team not only demanded new training facilities but also higher salaries.  

______________________________________________________________  

10. A lasting peace will be established in the area only if both sides accept the agreement. 

______________________________________________________________  

 

III) In each sentence there is a mistake with regard to the word order. Rewrite the sentences 

correctly.  

1. Rebecca was all morning stuck in traffic. 

______________________________________________________________ 

2. I like more Macs than PC’s. 

______________________________________________________________ 

3. Already I’ve finished the project. 

______________________________________________________________ 



4. I worked for six months in Paris. 

______________________________________________________________ 

5. Could you tell me what time is the meeting? 

______________________________________________________________ 

 6. I go sometimes to the gym after work. 

______________________________________________________________ 

7. I never am productive at night. 

______________________________________________________________ 

8. I started last week working on a new assignment. 

______________________________________________________________ 

9. For who are you waiting? 

______________________________________________________________ 

10. About what was the argument? 

______________________________________________________________ 

11. Carla finished at home the project. 

______________________________________________________________ 

12. We started offering last week a new course. 

______________________________________________________________ 

13. Scott created at work the document. 

______________________________________________________________ 

14. Who works normally the night shift? 

______________________________________________________________ 

15. With who did you work? 
______________________________________________________________ 

16. To who did you speak? 
______________________________________________________________ 



17. Even I didn’t have time to eat lunch today. 
______________________________________________________________   



Solutions 

I) 

1. Only after it is has/ having matured for ten years, is good whiskey ready for consumption. 

2. At no time did I mean to deceive you. 

3. Never in all my life have I been surprised. 

4. Not for one moment did Henry suspect his brother of complicity. 

5. In none of my books can I find a reference to C. Dawkins. 

6. Not until a long time afterwards did I find out the truth. 

7. Only in Russia and Iran will you find caviar of this quality. 

8. Never in my wildest dreams expected I/ did I expect that I had any chance of winning so 

much money. 

9. Hardly had he got into the bath, the telephone rang. 

10. Only after a lot of persuasion, did they agree to do it. 

11. Not only does Jasmine dance well, she also sings beautifully. 

 

II) 

1) No sooner had he put down the receiver than the phone rang. 

2) Little did the thieves realise that… .  If you don’t have an auxiliary, insert the auxiliary 

“do”! 

3) Under no circumstances should one drink and drive. 

4) So exhausted was the winner that he… . 

5) Rarely have we seen such… . 

6) Never again should such a situation be allowed to rise. 

7) Only when the hijackers threatened to shoot the passengers, agreed the pilot to land. - 

Stress on the whole sentence 

8) Not for one moment would I doubt his integrity. 

9) Not only demanded the team new training… . 

 

III) 

1) Rebecca was stuck in traffic all morning. 
2) I like Macs more than PC’s. 
3) I’ve already finished the project. 

I’ve finished the project already. 
4) I worked in Paris for six months. 
5) Could you tell me what time the meeting is? 
6) I sometimes go to the gym after work. 

Sometimes I go to the gym after work. 
7) I am (I’m) never productive at night. 



8) Last week I started working on a new assignment. 
I started working on a new assignment last week. 

9) Who are you waiting for? 
Also For whom are you waiting? (formal, not common in spoken English) 

10) What was the argument about? 
11) Carla finished the project at home. 
12) Last week we started offering a new course. 

We started offering a new course last week. 
13) Scott created the document at work. 
14) Who normally works the night shift? 
15) Who did you work with? 
16) Who did you speak to? 

Also To whom did you speak? (formal, not common in spoken English) 
17) I didn’t even have time to eat lunch today. 

 


